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Final Model Architecture

Machine reading comprehension combined with unanswerable questions is a
challenging task in the field of natural language processing, which motivated the
creation of the SQuAD 2.0 dataset. We use the provided SQuAD 2.0 dataset for all
experiments, which includes unanswerable questions.

Quantitative Results & Analysis
Model Performance

Task Definition: Given an input question and context, our model must predict an
answer span within the provided context.

Main Approach

● Hierarchical attention benefits from expressive embeddings more than BiDAF.
● Best model does not use complete U-Net; adding both plausible answer pointer
and answer verifier layers yielded worse performance.
● Our best scores on the held-out test set are 63.06 EM and 65.48 F1.

Our final model architecture consists of three major components:
1. Embedding layer
- Uses character-level embeddings, word embeddings, and ExactMatch features.
2. Hierarchical Attention Fusion Layer
- Models complex relationships between context and passage using methods of
self-attention and co-attention.
- Computes attention from passage to question (P2Q) and
question to passage (Q2P).
- Mimics human reading patterns by gradually focusing on answer span.
3. Output Layer
- Computes an answer pointer to help locate an answer span.
- Incorporates an answer verifier to predict answerability of a question, which is
a sub-task and a form of multi-task learning.

Final Model Development Curves

Ablation Analysis

● Character-level embeddings were most crucial to high performance.
● ExactMatch features were also immensely beneficial for the EM metric.

Qualitative Error Analysis

● Model occasionally predicts a plausible answer instead of no-answer.
● We thought U-Net plausible answer pointer might alleviate this problem, but
we found more success using only the answer verifier instead.

Figure 1: AvNA, EM, F1, NLL, and
comparison models on dev set.
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● Model occasionally misinterprets question type: “for who?” at end of question.
● Since ‘Kissinger’ is not a valid span, we would likely need to train a separate
model or use named-entity recognition features to get these questions correct.

Future Work
● The hierarchical attention network seems to work better with more expressive
embeddings, so we could try integrating BERT as a next step.
● Explore more sophisticated ways of incorporating the plausible answer pointer.
● Separating question-answering into more tasks, expanding on the answer
verifier sub-task we already have as a form of multi-task learning.
● We use dropout throughout our model to great effect; using zoneout, an
alternative form of regularization, may yield even better results.
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